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All In God's Glory
Most people want to finish life well, yet so few take the time necessary to carefully
think through what that entails. Some say it means contentment, happiness, and
freedom from pain. Many desire to simply maintain their dignity and enjoy their
family and loved ones. These are reasonable goals; yet, there is a more profound,
uniquely Christian approach to the end of life. John Dunlop, a medical doctor who
has practiced for over thirty years and specializes in geriatrics, combines his
medical expertise, firsthand experience with patients, and firm commitment to
Scripture to propose nine strategies for finishing life well. He shows how with
proper physical, emotional, and spiritual preparation, aging and death need not be
a fight to the finish but a purposeful resting in the arms of the Savior. Theologically
robust and practically relevant, this book will prove to be a sensitive and helpful
resource for anyone facing end-of-life issues.

Game Day for the Glory of God
Do you desire to glorify God through the way you farm? Are you tired of reading
books on farming and food production that ignore God as Creator? Have you ever
wondered what agriculture would look like if it was based on the Bible instead of on
evolution, Mother Nature, or the latest manipulations of life by science? In Born
Again Dirt, Noah Sanders encourages Christian farmers to evaluate their farming
methods in light of Scripture. This book looks at various Biblical principles related
to agriculture and provides examples of practical application. Topics covered
include: -Designing farms as beautiful, fruitful homes. -Honoring God's design in
farm production -Growing crops that honor the Lord -Marketing as ministry -The
idolatry of modern agriculture -Advantages of the farming lifestyle -Starting a farm
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and making a living. Without claiming to have all the answers, Born Again Dirt
seeks to inspire you to develop a vision for God-glorifying agriculture . This book is
a must read for any Christian who is a full time farmer, backyard gardener, or for
anyone who desires a more Biblical view of agriculture.

Born-Again Dirt
The Story of the Cosmos
Scholars from multiple disciplines guide believers through a biblical and theological
treatment of the glory of God. This book will greatly benefit readers in their
personal studies and ministries. Part of the Theology in Community series.

Weight of Glory
Can business activity in itself be morally good and pleasing to God? Sometimes
business can seem so shady-manipulating the "bottom line," deceiving the
consumer, or gaining promotions because of whom you know. But Wayne Grudem
introduces a novel concept: business itself glorifies God when it is conducted in a
way that imitates God's character and creation. He shows that all aspects of
business, including ownership, profit, money, competition, and borrowing and
lending, glorify God because they are reflective of God's nature. Though Grudem
isn't naïve about the easy ways these activities can be perverted and used as a
means to sin, he knows that Christians can be about the business of business. This
biblically based book is a thoughtful guide to imitating God during interactions with
customers, coworkers, employees, and other businesses. See how your business,
and your life in business, can be dedicated to God's glory.

Business for the Glory of God
InTo God Alone Be Glory, the fruit of extensive study and research, Harold Daniels
tells the fascinating story of the history of Reformed worship in America, from the
1600s to the present. He describes the development and objectives of theBook of
Common Worshipand explores how the book itself serves as an agenda for
liturgical reform within the church. In a substantive second part of the book,
Daniels provides the sources of the prayers and other materials used in theBook of
Common Worship. Persons involved in planning, presenting, studying, or teaching
about Presbyterian worship will benefit greatly from having a copy of this
comprehensive resource in their personal library.

The Glory of God
What Is True Wellness? From dieting cookbooks to workout DVDs, our culture is
obsessed with getting healthy and staying fit. But what does true wellness really
entail, especially as we get older? In this comprehensive book, a Christian doctor
explores the six areas of life that contribute to a holistic vision of health: physical,
mental, social, financial, spiritual, and emotional. With questions for personal
reflection and group discussion, this book offers older Christians the guidance they
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need to view aging as an opportunity for continued learning and growth in all areas
of life.

Cooking to the Glory of God
This book gives biblical guidance on playing, watching, and discussing sports in a
God-glorifying manner, helping believers grow in both their love for God and their
passion for holiness. Scripture calls Christians to do everything for the glory of God.
That means every thought, every word, and every deed are to be done in a way
that brings pleasure and honor to him. Believe it or not, this includes playing,
watching, and talking sports! But most of us fail to recognize how sports fit into the
big picture of a God-glorifying life, unable to imagine that the God who created the
universe might actually care about Little League games and Monday Night
Football. So how do we play, watch, and talk sports for God's glory? Game Day for
the Glory of God seeks to answer that question from a biblical perspective. Sports
fan Stephen Altrogge aims to help readers enjoy sports as a gift from God and to
see sports as a means of growing in godliness.

Living for God's Glory
Do you long for something more in your relationship with God? The good news is
that “something more” does not mean “doing more.” God is not waiting for you to
get your spiritual life “right.” He wants to be with you right where you are. The real
question is not “What does God want from you?” but “What does God want for
you?” Sharon Jaynes understands what it’s like to have a “glory ache”—a longing
to experience God’s presence on a daily basis. She also knows how easily working
for God can get in the way of intimacy with God. And she’s discovered that we tend
to make our faith journey much too hard. In A Sudden Glory, Sharon uses Scripture
and story to help you erase the line between your “spiritual life” and your “daily
life” as you enter the sanctuary of God’s presence even in the middle of your busy,
messy day. Here you will find your eyes opened to moments of sudden glory in
which the Creator assures you of His love as you live and move and have your
being in Him. Here you will discover true freedom—the freedom of experiencing
God in a deeper and more intimate way than ever before. Includes Bible study and
discussion guide.

To the Glory of God
Rodney Stark's provocative new book argues that, whether we like it or not, people
acting for the glory of God have formed our modern culture. Continuing his project
of identifying the widespread consequences of monotheism, Stark shows that the
Christian conception of God resulted--almost inevitably and for the same
reasons--in the Protestant Reformation, the rise of modern science, the European
witch-hunts, and the Western abolition of slavery. In the process, he explains why
Christian and Islamic images of God yielded such different cultural results, leading
Christians but not Muslims to foster science, burn "witches," and denounce slavery.
With his usual clarity and skepticism toward the received wisdom, Stark finds the
origins of these disparate phenomena within monotheistic religious organizations.
Endemic in such organizations are pressures to maintain religious intensity, which
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lead to intense conflicts and schisms that have far-reaching social results. Along
the way, Stark debunks many commonly accepted ideas. He interprets the
sixteenth-century flowering of science not as a sudden revolution that burst
religious barriers, but as the normal, gradual, and direct outgrowth of medieval
theology. He also shows that the very ideas about God that sustained the rise of
science led also to intense witch-hunting by otherwise clear-headed Europeans,
including some celebrated scientists. This conception of God likewise yielded the
Christian denunciation of slavery as an abomination--and some of the fiercest witchhunters were devoted participants in successful abolitionist movements on both
sides of the Atlantic. For the Glory of God is an engrossing narrative that accounts
for the very different histories of the Christian and Muslim worlds. It fundamentally
changes our understanding of religion's role in history and the forces behind much
of what we point to as secular progress.

Formed for the Glory of God
Praise is an outward expression of what God has done for us. Worship is an inward
expression of our total devotion to Him. The glory of His presence is where we
adore Him and have spiritual communion with Him. We celebrate and reflect on
everything that He is. In this book we will learn the patterns in praise and worship
that is found in the Old Testamant and the New Testamant, and how they are
expressed in our worship today. God desires to dwell in us, and he does that
through worship.

Things Not Seen
Unraveling the Mysteries of the Universe What do you see when you gaze at the
night sky? Do you contemplate the stars as the random result of an evolutionary
process? Or do you marvel over them as a testament of the Creator’s glory?
Modern science has popularized a view of the cosmos that suggests there is no
need for God and denies any evidence of His existence. But The Story of the
Cosmos provides a different—and fascinating—perspective. It points to a God who
makes Himself known in the wonder and beauty of His creation. This compilation
from respected scholars and experts spans topics from “The Mathematical Creation
and the Image of God” to “The Glorious Dance of Binary Stars” and “God’s Invisible
Attributes—Black Holes.” Contributors include Dr. William Lane Craig, Dr. Guillermo
Gonzalez, Dr. Melissa Cain Travis, and Dr. Michael Ward. Come, take a deeper look
at the universe…and explore the traces of God’s glory in the latest discoveries of
astronomy, science, literature, and art.

Wellness for the Glory of God
This book gives biblical guidance on playing, watching, and discussing sports in a
God-glorifying manner, helping believers grow in both their love for God and their
passion for holiness. Scripture calls Christians to do everything for the glory of God.
That means every thought, every word, and every deed are to be done in a way
that brings pleasure and honor to him. Believe it or not, this includes playing,
watching, and talking sports! But most of us fail to recognize how sports fit into the
big picture of a God-glorifying life, unable to imagine that the God who created the
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universe might actually care about Little League games and Monday Night
Football. So how do we play, watch, and talk sports for God's glory? Game Day for
the Glory of God seeks to answer that question from a biblical perspective. Sports
fan Stephen Altrogge aims to help readers enjoy sports as a gift from God and to
see sports as a means of growing in godliness.

The Glory of God Considered in Reference to Man's Fall and
Recovery. [By - Deane? Edited by P. Gibbs.]
Kyle Strobel mines the work of Jonathan Edwards in search of the Puritan minister s
personal vision for spiritual development. "In Edwards," Strobel writes, "we find a
grasp of spiritual formation that tries to balance deep thought with deep passion . .
. a life of love with the contemplation of divine things."

A Sudden Glory
This book takes you on a life long journey from being adopted by two loving people
to the College Football Hall Of Fame. Along the way you will read adout all the
trials and tribulations of a record setting athlete trying to make life defining
decisions plus having to deal with a premature, unexpected, unprepared, career
ending injury.

Concealed from Christians for the Glory of God: The 1611 KJV
The King James Bible Authorized Version
16 Answers to why so many traditions of men exists within the organized religious
system commonly known as the Christian Church. 1. Your Pastor, God anointed or
self appointed (Jeremiah 14:14-15 & 23:21) 2. How to recognize False Prophets
(Matthew 7:21-23) 3. How to recognize a true Pastor from a Hireling (John
10:12-13) 4. The body of Christ or a business for profi t (1 Peter 5:2-3) 5. How to
recognize the sensual gospel that which pertains to the senses 6. How to recognize
those who transform themselves into messengers of Christ (2 Cor. 11:30-15) 7.
Why are things so predictable in Church meetings 8. How to recognize Hirelings
who use God, His word and gifts to be rich and famous (1 Peter 4:17) 9. True
Church or a repeating liturgical melody of sameness; the one reason Jesus and the
Apostles were persecuted and killed; their opposition to traditions of men. (Mark
7:6-13) 10. Why dont we have Church the way Paul and Jesus COMMANDED us to
have Church? (1 Cor. 14:26-40) 11. Why doesnt Jesus do in many ministries what
He did in his ministry? 12. Did Jesus CONDEMN appellations of honor, (titles, such
as Pastor, Reverend, etc.,) before names in His Church (Matthew 23:1-8) They had
the offi ce, but were not called by it. 13. Did Jesus Christ start a denomination?
(Matt. 20:25-28) 14. Does Jesus hate clergy-laity division? (Nicolaitans) in His
church (Rev 2:6, Rev. 2:15, 1 Cor. 12:25) Preaching or Performing 15. Why the
Church is fi lled with grace perverters, money lovers, truth opposers, while
pretending to be harmless, true and sincere 16. Why are many self righteous,
spiritually blind, worldly secure while trusting in success and themselves;
pretending to win souls, but really preaching for gain, healing for fame, building
towers of Babel which are nothing more than monuments to their own egos (1
Timothy 6:3-5) GODS GLORY AND THE EXHORTATION By Rene Bates This book
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could very well prepare the way for the Lords return. Thought provoking to some,
shocking to others. Available through all book stores. www.Authorhouse.com or toll
free (888) 280- 7715 It could change the way you view present day Christianity.
Qoutations: 'I was blessed as well as deeply impressed with the years of spiritual
maturing and growth that it took to produce this kind of writing. A reader could not
fail to be touched by the Lord in any number of ways in your collection of reflective
essays.' -Charlie Johnson, Manager of Christian Books Publishing House, The Seed
Sowers 'Intriguing blend of spiritual vignette personal testimony. The author makes
numerous thought-provoking statements. Author Bates has a timely, and probably
convictng for many, message to share.' -George Allen, Journalist for 'The Christian
Advocate' 'I was touched in my spirit by what the Lord gave you to write. I'm sure
all the messages that you gave from your heart originated from the heart of the
Father. I want to confirm that I personally believe God's annoiting was in this
writing. Your humility and honesty were apparent.' -Betty Daffin, Staff of 'Last Days
Ministry Magazine' 'Thank your brother for sharing that with me. I read it and you
have certainly described a critical situation for the body of Christ today. I will get
your message to Pat Robinson's office.' -George Brown, Director of the CBN
Conferences 'Powerful meditaions, indeed, ' -Richard E. Brown, Editor at The
Pilgrim Press 'You give such a strong witness to your faith '-(The Rev.) David V.
Koch, Executive Editor, Concordia Publishing House

God's Glory and the Exhortation
A fascinating look inside the life of an extraordinary man who at the age of 98
continues to inspire, motivate, and challenge others to always keep the door open
to new adventures.

Apologetics to the Glory of God
Game Day for the Glory of God
Years after his death, Christians across the world turn to the words of Yaconelli to
uncover the divine mischief, the shameless truth-telling, the love of kids, and the
passion for Jesus that make youth ministry an irresistible calling.

The Pleasures of God
Current discussions about worship are often driven by pragmatics and personal
preferences rather than by the teaching of Scripture. True worship, however, is our
response to God's gracious revelation; in order to be acceptable to God, worship
must be experienced on God's terms. Respected Old Testament scholar Daniel
Block examines worship in the Bible, offering a comprehensive biblical foundation
and illuminating Old Testament worship practices and principles. He develops a
theology of worship that is consistent with the teachings of Scripture and is
applicable for the church today. He also introduces readers to a wide range of
issues related to worship. The book, illustrated with diagrams, charts, and pictures,
will benefit professors and students in worship and Bible courses, pastors, and
church leaders.
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Whatever You Do, Do It All for the Glory of God- 1 Corinthians
10: 31: A Christian Journal Filled with Favorite Bible Verses
(Kjv) -Pink Flowers on a
Frame sheds needed light on the message and method of genuinely Christian
apologetics. Giving special attention to application of the truth, he insightfully
examines apologetics as proof, defense, and offense. Frame clarifies the
relationships of reason, proofs, and evidences to faith, biblical authority, and the
lordship of Christ. He offers a fresh look at probability arguments and gives special
attention to the problem of evil.

Not by Sight
You Were Made for Glory Many believers ask, "Does God speak to us today?" "Is
Jesus just a historical figure, or is He really the living Christ?" "Can the Lord still do
the same miracles the Bible talks about?" God has not changed. He is the same
yesterday, today, and forever. His glory is not just a theoretical concept--it is a
heavenly reality that every believer can experience now. "Religion" can never
produce a supernatural experience with God because it is void of the glory and life
of the Lord. You can move beyond practicing religion to having an encounter with
your heavenly Father--the Father of glory. With The Glory of God Bible study, you
will learn to combine your scriptural knowledge with revelation and allow God to
manifest His glory through you. Each lesson will help you to move from
foundational biblical doctrine to an exciting, purposeful life in which you
experience the God of the Bible--the God of glory--every day as you become a
carrier of His transforming, healing presence to the world. This course is designed
as a stand-alone Bible study. It may be completed independently by individual
students or be used in a group setting, such as a Bible study, a Sunday school
class, a course on the foundations of the Christian faith, or a prayer group.

To God Alone be Glory
God is doing far more than we can see in our pain. We plead for God’s deliverance
from our pain and wonder why he keeps letting it go on. We are not alone. A cloud
of witnesses surrounds us and they help us understand. In these 35 creative
retellings of Bible stories, Jon Bloom explores the hope and joy that Abraham,
Moses, Naomi, John the Baptist, and others experienced in the painful process of
discovering that God’s promises really are more trustworthy than our perceptions.

Finishing Well to the Glory of God
The author of Desiring God reveals the biblical evidence to help us see and savor
what the pleasures of God show us about Him. Includes a study guide for individual
and small-group use. Isn’t it true—we really don’t know someone until we
understand what makes that person happy? And so it is with God! What does bring
delight to the happiest Being in the universe? John Piper writes, that it’s only when
we know what makes God glad that we’ll know the greatness of His glory.
Therefore, we must comprehend “the pleasures of God.” Unlike so much of what is
written today, this is not a book about us. It is about the One we were made
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for—God Himself. In this theological masterpiece—chosen by World Magazine as
one of the 20th Century’s top 100 books, John Piper reveals the biblical evidence to
help us see and savor what the pleasures of God show us about Him. Then we will
be able to drink deeply—and satisfyingly—from the only well that offers living
water. What followers of Jesus need now, more than anything else, is to know and
love—behold and embrace—the great, glorious, sovereign, happy God of the Bible.
“This is a unique and precious book that everybody should read more than once.”
—J.I. PACKER, Regent College, Vancouver, British Columbia

God's Glory in Salvation through Judgment
Be a Carrier of God's Glory Jesus said, "And the glory which You gave Me I have
given them, that they may be one just as We are one" (John 17:22 NKJV). God
designed you to dwell in His presence, understand His heart, and experience His
divine power—transforming your life and enabling you to do miracles and wonders
that reveal His majesty on earth. Through the insights Guillermo Maldonado
presents in The Glory of God, you can personally… Develop a passion and thirst for
God Be ignited by God’s fire to do the “impossible” Become a dynamic witness and
see lives transformed Confirm the gospel with supernatural signs Enter into
spiritual rest—and watch God work Receive the miracle you need! The glory of God
is a reality to be experienced. Enter into His manifest presence today and be
changed forever.

The Glory of God
This informative resource provides a brief history of each hymn in the popular
hymnal Glory to God. Written by one of the foremost hymn scholars today, the
Companion explains when and why each hymn was written and provides
biographical information about the hymn writers. Church leaders will benefit from
this book when choosing hymn texts for every worship occasion. Several indexes
will be included, making this a valuable reference tool for pastors, worship
planners, scholars, and students, as well as an interesting and engaging resource
for music lovers.

For the Glory of God
Romans has long been a book to which believers have looked for both doctrine and
encouragement. Many Christian readers have long trusted beloved pastor and
author James Montgomery Boice to guide them through the Scriptures through his
ministry and his writings. Now these two much-loved sources of wisdom come
together in To the Glory of God, a devotional drawn from Boice's commentary on
the book of Romans. Offering rich reflections on Romans, this book contains forty
commentary selections, devotional challenges, and the complete text of the book
of Romans.

The Holy Spirit and Glory of God
Trusting Jesus is hard. It requires following the unseen into an unknown, and
believing Jesus’s words over and against the threats we see or the fears we feel.
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Through the imaginative retelling of 35 Bible stories, Not by Sight gives us
glimpses of what it means to walk by faith and counsel for how to trust God’s
promises more than our perceptions and to find rest in the faithfulness of God.

A Peculiar Glory
God has provided a way for all people, not just scholars, to know that the Bible is
the Word of God. John Piper has devoted his life to showing us that the glory of God
is the object of the soul’s happiness. Now, his burden in this book is to
demonstrate that this same glory is the ground of the mind’s certainty. God’s
peculiar glory shines through his Word. The Spirit of God enlightens the eyes of our
hearts. And in one self-authenticating sight, our minds are sure and our hearts are
satisfied. Justified certainty and solid joy meet in the peculiar glory of God.

The glory of God in man, 4 sermons
The Running Man
GIFT IDEAS NOTES JOURNAL with Inspirational Bible Verse from King James Bible
CHRISTIAN WORKBOOK Christian Workbook / Prayer Journal provides plenty of
space for notes of the sermon, personal reflection, or jotting down thoughts.
Inspirational Bible Verse from King James Bible This book has lined pages which
makes it easy to keep your notes organized. Glossy soft cover adds clean look and
feel. Quality paper takes pen or pencil beautifully. 60 pages -6 inches x 9 inches;
fits in most purses, backpacks, and totes. Perfect for women, men, teens or as a
gift.

Business for the Glory of God
Christians everywhere are in the darkness of Deism regarding the Bible. Are you
one of them? Deism believes God brings forth, then shows indifference toward
finishing. This book asks: At what stage did God take His Holy Spirit away from the
finishing details of the Bible? Did God gather the books and order them? Divide and
number the chapters and verses? Translate a Bible, choosing its words down to the
letters? Did God put Jesus? words in red? In this book, by grace through faith, you
will be made strong in knowing and understanding the way of the Father in life in
the raising of the Bible from the seed Hebrew Old Testament, to the growth of the
Greek New Testament, unto the maturity in the English finished and perfected
Bible, the King James Bible.

Glory to God: A Companion
The Glory of God in the Face of Jesus Christ
This collection represents the "lost" writings of much-loved author and
communicator, Corrie ten Boom.
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The Glory of God's Grace
As Christians, we are the generation where many Bible prophecies are been
fulfilling right now. When darkness covers the earth and thick darkness is over the
peoples, but the LORD rises upon us and his glory appears over us. We are going
to see the knowledge of the glory of God unveiled to His people to its fullness that
the earth is filled the knowledge of the glory of God like the waters cover the sea.
The knowledge of the glory of God is the full gospel described in Acts 26:18. It is
not only we receive forgiveness of sins as Christians but also receive our heavenly
inheritance. The glory of God belongs to spiritually mature Christians. They have
grown in the perfection of their salvation from darkness to light and from the
power of Satan to the power of God. They empower by the Holy Spirit and
overcome the evil one and become spiritually mature in Christ. They enter the
kingdom of heaven and receive their eternal life NOW on earth. The eternal life is
the eternal glory, which is also our heavenly inheritance to restore God's image
and likeness on His children. Through the baptism of the Holy Spirit, Christians
shall enter the kingdom of heaven to receive their inheritance through the Christ
and continue living a Spirit-empowered life, and being transformed into His
likeness with ever-increasing glory just like Jesus who is the image of God.
Ultimately, we become victorious and glorious Christians and are prepared
ourselves to be the bride churches for Jesus' second coming. In the book, you will
find out* The Holy Spirit who is our best teacher and guide. He helps us in every
part of our salvation from the beginning to the perfection and from the conviction
to the transformation. (Topics include God's Origin Intent of Creation for Mankind,
The Devil and Spiritual Warfare, Names of the Holy Spirit, a Promised Gift, a Divine
Person, the importance of the Baptism of the Holy Spirit, How to be Baptized with
the Holy Spirit, the Definition of Born Again Christians) * The Knowledge of the
Glory of God leads us to our destiny - that is to enter the kingdom of God to receive
our eternal life through His son, Jesus. It is God's calling that we all transform into
His image and likeness to restore His glory as His original intent of the creation of
mankind. (Topics include the glory realm, the Knowledge, Revelation, Mystery and
Manifestation of the Glory of God, the Spiritual Maturity, God's Calling for His
Eternal Glory, Eternal Life, Heavenly Inheritance) * The Practice of the Glory of God
illustrates essential steps to enter into the glory of God. It is awakening call to the
churches to rise up and be the end-time bride church.(Topics include
Sanctification, Holiness, Righteousness, Suffering, Unity, Wait upon the Lord, Rest,
the Bride Church, the Angels, and the End Time Warfare)*Tabernacle and Worship
brings us face to face encounter with Jesus so that we can fellowship with Him and
hear His voice.(the True Meaning of Worship, Elements of Tabernacle,
,Thanksgiving, Praise, Blood of Jesus, Word of God and our High Priest, Jesus) As
Christians, we are created to worship God and restore the glory of God in our
spiritual life. That is our purpose and destiny.

Glory of God
In Exodus 34 Moses asks to see God’s glory, and God reveals himself as a God who
is merciful and just. James Hamilton Jr. contends that from this passage comes a
biblical theology that unites the meta-narrative of Scripture under one central
theme: God’s glory in salvation through judgment. Hamilton begins in the Old
Testament by showing that Israel was saved through God’s judgment on the
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Egyptians and the Caananites. God was glorified through both his judgment and
mercy, accorded in salvation to Israel. The New Testament unfolds the ultimate
display of God’s glory in justice and mercy, as it was God’s righteous judgment
shown on the cross that brought us salvation. God’s glory in salvation through
judgment will be shown at the end of time, when Christ returns to judge his
enemies and save all who have called on his name. Hamilton moves through the
Bible book by book, showing that there is one theological center to the whole Bible.
The volume’s systematic method and scope make it a unique resource for pastors,
professors, and students.

Reflections of God's Glory
In this introduction to Calvinism, Joel Beeke--with contributions from Sinclair
Ferguson, Michael A.G. Haykin, Derek W.H. Thomas, and others--displays the
biblical, God-centered, comprehensive, and practical nature of Calvinism. Explore
Calvinism in history, in the mind, in the heart, in the church, in society, and more.

From Praise to Worship to the Glory of God
Grudem postulates that by engaging in business we glorify God because we are
emulating God's own creative work. This book is a guide to imitating God during
interactions with customers, co-workers, employees, and businesses.

Getting Fired for the Glory of God
This cookbook is an excellent, informative, and practical source for those seeking
to make a smooth transition from an Animal-Based diet to a Plant-Based diet. It
also contains an ingredient substitute guideline to assist you in converting many
recipes into recipes tailored to your specific needs!

For the Glory of God
Selected from sermons delivered by C. S. Lewis during World War II, these nine
addresses offer guidance and inspiration in a time of great doubt.These are ardent
and lucid sermons that provide a compassionate vision of Christianity.
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